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Brighter ChildÂ® Phonics Flash Cards offer children a fun way and easy way to practice their vowel

sounds, consonants, and blending skills. The set features 54 full-color cards with illustrations that

help reinforce phonics, letter recognition, and reading readiness skills. A special card also offers

creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning.The popular Brighter ChildÂ® Flash Cards give

children a fun and easy way to practice important skills. Offering 24 titles encompassing preschool

to grade 5, each title focuses on an important subject including early concepts, math, phonics, and

U.S. History. Fun game ideas and learning suggestions are included to help children build

proficiency and confidence. Game cards also allow children to develop thinking, decision-making,

turn-taking, and social skills while playing fun games at the same time.Select titles are also available

in English-Spanish and Spanish-only versions.
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I'm using these cards with my 3 1/2 year old who is starting to learn to read. There are 54 cards,

with the letter(s) on the front and a picture that goes along with how to pronounce them and on the



back are additional example words that use the same phonic rule. The blends are very helpful when

learning to piece together words in order to read them more quickly, but some of these cards

included in this deck are single letter phonics that would do better as part of an alphabet deck, like

pronunciation of consonants "D" and "S." There's also only one pronunciation of "Y" (which actually

has four pronunciations). I was hoping for more consonant and vowel blends, endings, or prefixes to

help with more complex pronunciation (oa, wh, ew, ay, un, ed, ing, tion, eigh) than what is included

in this set. The single letter cards seem redundant if your child already knows the alphabet sounds.

Still there are a number of cards that are helpful while trying learn some phonics that we will end up

pulling out to use as our main deck.It would have been helpful to know which cards were in this

deck before purchasing it, so I've included them here. Here are the letters included in this set:A

(short), A (long), B, bl, br, C (hard), C (soft), ch, cl, cr, D, dr, E (short), E (long), F, fl, fr, G (hard), G

(soft), gl, gr, H, I (short), I (long), J, K, L, M, N, O (short), O (long), oo, P, qu, R, S, sh, sl, sn, sp, st,

sw, T, th, tr, U (short), U (long), V, W, X, Y, Z

I purchased these flash cards to use with my toddler. They are excellent. She enjoys the illustrations

and I enjoy the durability of the cards and the quality with which they are made. I would highly

recommend these flash cards.

I was hoping for a lot of phonics pairs that weren't included. The cards themselves were in great

condition. I ended writing on the back of them though, especially the vowels, to include all of the

sounds that the letter makes.I had to supplement some hand made flash cards for the phonics

pairing that were missing (ex: ai, ei, ie, ing, eigh...)

Although this set does emphasize phonics, most of the cards emphasize the sounds of the letters of

the alphabet themselves and not the more complex sounds formed by combining two or more

letters. If you already have alphabet flash cards, this set will add little to your teaching materials; I

would have been better off by making my own flash cards for the sounds I want to teach. On the

plus side, it is an inexpensive set.

A friend recommended these Brighter Cards. I ordered several different card sets (shapes, letters,

numbers, words, etc) and have been working them with my 2 year old. He likes the cards and the

colors/ pictures on them. He also enjoys putting each card back in the box after we're done with

it.All in all I think these are a good learning tool. And I love the low price!!!!My only complaint is that



the cards are a bit on the thin side.....and when considering that toddlers will be handeling them,

they should be thicker to ensure durability and longevity.

Every combination of cards my 2nd grader needed, less than half the price of local educational kid

stores locally, plus no hassle at the malls and no missed time with work or family. 90% of what we

need for our large family can be dropped at your door, and the prices are even better when you

consider the time that is saved which translates into more money since time=money. Glad to have 

behind every purchase I make. Now, if you start selling cars, we'll be totally covered. Happy

Holidays to all the Big A company employees!

We use these cards with my 5 year old and she loves them. She is really grasping the concept of

reading thanks to these cards.

Clear animated images, nice big BOLD writing. Love the colors. My 1 year 8 month year old is

picking it up real well. These flash cards are great for the price. They are flimsy and easily bent, so

you have to control them but they are still helping my 18-month old daughter. The pictures keep her

focused and now she's starting to point at the pictures. These are great cards to start with word

recognition.
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